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BIO MER COSMETICS, S.L.  
Tax ID Number: B73829319

Located in southeastern Spain, in the Region of Murcia, Bio Mer offers high natural cosmetics for
saloon and SPA that contain algae extracts from the Mar Menor and medicinal plants, whose
biomolecules have demonstrated efficacy in numerous scientific studies. In order to achieve this,
the integrity of the biomolecules is checked during removal after careful industrial processing. We
comply with the stringent national and international regulations on industrial production of natural
cosmetics. Also, we collaborate with scientists of the University of Murcia.

The waters of the Mar Menor have a recognized therapeutic value, due to its salinity and
mineralization. Therefore, we have used the properties of the particular composition of its aquatic
flora, making this exceptional sea our unique hallmark.

We rely on the pursuit of excellence in natural cosmetics with the highest quality respecting nature
and humans.

We work through innovation and research to draw from nature biomolecules with better properties
that suit your skin. Thus, we strive to get the skin reflect your beauty and health, to achieve the
harmony of body and mind.

Address
Calle Uruguay. Oficina B8 Parque Empresarial Magalia B8 
30820 Alcantarilla
Murcia (Spain)

Telephone: +34 868948805
Fax: +34 868948735
Web: www.biomercosmetics.com

Contact

José Tomás García Sánchez
Shareholder

Sector: Perfumery, cosmetics and hairdressing

Activity: Exporter, Manufacturer, Marketer

Export Volume: Under 30,000 euros

Export Countries: Belgium, The Netherlands

Manufacturing Process
 

Key Differentiating Features
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Products

Natural Firming Serum Sireia
Cosmetics goods

Enzymatic Peeling
Cosmetics goods

Marine Cell Lift & Refill Cream
Cosmetics goods

Active Detox Clay Treatment Spa Therapy
Cosmetics goods

Anti-cellulite massage oil Salty  Lagoon Spa Therapy
Cosmetics goods
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Enzymatic Peeling
Cosmetics goods

Marine Cell Lift & Refill Cream
Cosmetics goods


